


Designed to Fit
The Davida helmet shell is proportional to your head size. The size of helmet shell is never bigger than
it needs to be. The smallest shell is used to create the small sizes, a slightly bigger shell for medium and
large sizes, and the largest shell for XL and XXL. Different sizes are then created by varying the liner
thickness and interior padding.

When putting on and taking off it is essential to use the chin straps to firmly open the aperture.

Ergonomically designed
to prevent lift at speed
and give an exceptionally
quiet ride
The unique shape of the
fibreglass shell and liner of
Davida helmets follows the
natural shape of the head, the
helmet width below the ears is
slightly narrower than at the
temples creating a snug fit that
ensures they are incredibly
stable and secure..

We design and manufacture all our helmets at the Davida
workshops near Liverpool in England. Our design engineers work
hand in hand with our team of technicians to constantly improve
quality and performance

Davida is the only company making certified motorcycle helmets
in the UK.
We are proud that, unlike most modern creations, these helmets are
hand built using the best quality materials available. Each distinctive
livery and detail is carefully created by individuals who still care
about these things. Davida is an ISO 9001 Accredited Company.

Our helmets are made to exacting standards with each stage of our
manufacturing process receiving meticulous attention to detail.

Davida began in the mid seventies as a group of motorcyclists and
engineers, designing and producing engine tuning equipment for
Honda and swinging arms for the superbikes of that era. Ten years
later, inspired by the racers of the 1950’s and their low dome racing
helmets, we produced our first pudding basin helmet the ‘Davida
Classic’. Driven by our needs as motorcyclists we began designing
and manufacturing our range of modern Jet-style safety helmets
in the early 1990’s.

At Davida we have been defining quality
in our own way since 1975.
Our genuine and relentless pursuit for excellence has

been rewarded with a worldwide reputation for the

quietest, most comfortable and well-made helmets

available on the market.

MADE AT DAVIDA,
Manufacturing in the UK
for more than 35 years

Certificate Number 3367



Sizes: XS 53-54cm  S 54-56cm  M 56-58cm  L 58-60cm  XL 60-62cm  XXL 62-64cm

 The Davida Ninety2

Jasmine, Donnington, 2013. © Davida Archive.

The Davida Ninety2 is our
smallest profile, road legal
helmet, the Davida Ninety2 is
manufactured to the highest
quality control required by British
Safety Standard certification
BS 6658. 1985 Type B.

Benefitting from our 30 years
experience in creating superior
quality open-face helmets,
our lightweight, low-profile
Ninety2 helmet has now
been significantly improved
since its introduction.

A quilted leather-lined interior
combined with the traditional
styling of small profile helmets
has produced a modern road-
legal safety product that has a
profile no larger than it absolutely
needs to be.

Made with a fibreglass composite
shell reinforced with Kevlar, a
polystyrene shock absorption liner
with additional protection around
the ears and a quilted leather-
lined interior, trimmed with
fabric. 5 studs can be fitted for
visors and peaks, (optional, state
when ordering).

Features

British Safety Standard BS
    6658: 1985 Type B certified.

Lightweight fibreglass
    composite shell reinforced
    with Kevlar.

Polystyrene shock
    absorption liner.

Leather lined interior, with
    fabric trim and satin crown.

Goggle strap retainer.

Available in all the Davida
    styles as standard as well as
    a bespoke service.

Available in 3 shell sizes
    and 6 helmet sizes.Sizes: XS 53-54cm  S 54-56cm  M 56-58cm  L 58-60cm  XL 60-62cm  XXL 62-64cm

 The Davida Jet

Jules, Liverpool, 2002. © Ken Danks
Helmet: Jet 80220. Goggles: Aviator T1.

As with all Davida helmets the
Ninety2 has a goggle strap
retainer and is compatible with
the detachable D4Vi9A JPV visor.

Made with a fiberglass composite
shell reinforced with Kevlar.

As with all Davida helmets the Jet
has a goggle strap retainer and is
compatible with the detachable
D4Vi9A JPV visor.

Bill Swallow, Olivers Mount, 2004.
© Brian Maher

The Davida Jet integrates the
finest features of the traditional
open face helmet into a modern
safety product that meets the
latest European Safety Standards
ECE R22-05. We have developed
a unique design process to
produce a superior fitting helmet.

The use of extensive human head
data has enabled us to produce
helmets that are proportional to
head size. The Jet comes in three
shell sizes and six helmet sizes.
Sizing is achieved as follows;
The smallest shell is used to
make the Extra Small and Small,
the medium shell to make the
Medium and Large and largest
shell to make the XL and XXL.
The different helmet sizes are
created by varying the liner
thickness and interior padding.
Our Jet helmets are, therefore,
the most efficient size and
weight possible.

The initial shell model has been
finely sculptured by hand, using
time honoured modeling
techniques, giving the fibreglass
composite shell an authentic
classic shape. 5 studs can be
fitted for visors and peaks,
(optional, state when ordering).

“ The lightness and mobility of the Davida
Jet and goggle combination allowed me
to get around the bends faster ”
Racer, Bill Swallow, Huddersfield, England.

To achieve a comfortable fit we strongly recommend you visit your local dealer and choose a size larger than
you would normally take. Please state when ordering if helmet studs are required for visors and peaks.

Designed to prevent lift
at speed and give an
exceptionally quite ride
the width of the Davida Jet below
the ears is slightly narrower than
at the temples.

The supremely comfortable and
luxurious quilted leather lined
interior with satin crown make
for a superb level of comfort
and is one of the quietest
helmets available.



Sizes: S 54-58cm  M 58-61cm  L 61-64cm

 The Davida Classic

Thomas, Llyn Celyn, 1998. © Ken Danks

The Davida Classic retains all
the original design features
of the 1950’s low dome helmet.
Manufactured using traditional
materials and techniques, the
Davida Classic is a hand built
product of exceptional quality.
Neat and compact in design,
it is an authentic example of
one of the first helmets
manufactured. Fibreglass shell
with leather interior, side flaps
and neck curtain.

Features

Leather Interior with two tier
    cotton webbed harness.

Internal harness and leather
    neck curtain is lock stitched
    to the full circumference
    of the shell.

Fibreglass shell – Hand
    sculpted to retain classic
    dome shape of the original
    helmets of the 1950’s.

Quilted neck curtain, finely
    tailored, and lined with
    brushed cotton.

Secured with studs and
    webbing with double D ring.

Goggle strap retainer.

The Davida Classic does not
conform to any current helmet
safety standards.

 Sizes: S 54-55cm  M 56-57cm  L 58-59cm  XL 60-61cm  XXL 62-63cm

 The Davida Speedster

Universal Face Mask – Mk 2

24072 Black  24073 Brown

Davida High Side, 2010. © Ben Part

The Davida Speedster, highly
evocative of the helmets from
the early 1970’s, benefits from
Davida’s well-known reputation
for quality, hand-built products
using modern materials.

Manufactured using a composite
fibreglass shell, a polystyrene
shock absorption liner and with
an interior which is lined with
leather and satin crown.
Weighing approx. 1000 grams,
the Speedster is a lightweight,
small-profile helmet that is quiet
and comfortable.

Secured using a webbing strap
and double ‘D’ rings and fitted
with a leather goggle strap
retainer. 5 Studs can be fitted for
visors and peaks, (optional, state
when ordering).

Features

Fibreglass composite shell.

Polystyrene shock
    absorption liner.

Full leather lining throughout
    and satin crown.

Goggle strap retainer.

Available in all the Davida
    styles as standard as well as
    a bespoke service.

Available in 2 shell sizes and
    5 helmet sizes.

The Davida Speedster does
not conform to any current
safety standard.

Classic Face Mask

60072 Black  60073 Brown

Optional Peak
Not detachable. By Special Order.
60080

As with all Davida helmets the
Speedster has a goggle strap
retainer and is compatible with
the detachable D4Vi9A JPV visor.

“ My Speedster and Aviator T2s are the best
things that's happened to me in 35 years
of biking! ” Henry Cole.

“When I first saw the Davida Classic I had
to have one. I've worn it 28,000 miles
around the world, lost it, loved it,sat on
it,stood on it, eaten my dinner off it, leant
my bike on it, and landed on my head in it,
it's a family heirloom ”
Nick Sanders, England.



All our designs can be applied to any helmet in our range. 
Please state the 5 digit part number when ordering. The first 2 digits of the part number describe the helmet type.
The last 3 digits describe the colour and the paintwork design. Designs shown below. Optional studs, for visor and peak
fitting, please state when ordering. See our website for full range of colourways and bespoke designs.

80--- 90--- 92--- 60---

SIZINGCHOOSE YOUR PAINTWORK
How to measure your head:
To select the correct size helmet, simply
measure the full circumference of the head
above the ears and around the forehead.
Sizing strip supplied with Classic helmet for
your own personal final fitting if required.

_ _102
Silver

_ _104
Gloss Black

_ _105
Matt Black

_ _113
Cream,
Black Leather

_ _355
Cosmic Flake
Blue

_ _356
Cosmic Flake
Orange

_ _200
Silver/Black

_ _220
Black/Silver

 Standard

_ _351
Cosmic Flake Red

_ _352
Cosmic Flake
Burgundy

_ _353
Cosmic Flake
Yellow

_ _354
Cosmic Flake
Green

 Standard  Two Tone

_ _221
Black/White

_ _235
Black/8 Ball

_ _270
Black/
White Check

_ _290
Green/White/
Red

_ _150
Cosmic Candy
Silver

_ _151
Cosmic Candy
Red

_ _152
Cosmic Candy
Burgundy

_ _153
Cosmic Candy
Yellow

_ _154
Cosmic Candy
Green

_ _155
Cosmic Candy
Blue

_ _156
Cosmic Candy
Orange

_ _350
Cosmic Flake
Silver

_ _291
Cream,
Red/White/Blue
Stripe

_ _292
Eggshell Blue,
Red/White/Blue
Stripe

_ _421
Matt Silver
Pinstripe

_ _500
Mashed Green

_ _501
Confederate

_ _502
EK Renegade

_ _504
Mashed
Matt Black

_ _506
White,
Red/White/Blue
Target Sides

_ _507
Cream, UJ Sides

_ _508
General Lee

_ _509
White/Red 42

_ _510
Black/Silver
Thunderbolt

_ _544
White B, Metallic
Red/Silver

_ _511
Silver, UJ Sides

_ _512
Mono, UJ Sides

_ _513
Cream,
Brown Leather

_ _530
Union Jack

_ _531
Stars and Stripes

_ _532
Black/
Orange Flames

_ _533
Black/
Silver Flames

_ _535
Mono Union Jack

 Complex

_ _591
Cream,
Red/White/Blue
Stripe Target

_ _592
Eggshell Blue,
Red/White/Blue
Stripe Target

_ _751
Cosmic Flake
Blue Red
Thunderbolt

_ _751
Cosmic Flake
Silver UJ Sides

_ _752
Cosmic Flake
Stars and Stripes

_ _753
Cosmic Flake
Black/
Orange Flame

_ _754
Cosmic Flake
Silver/Red Flame

_ _755
Cosmic Flake
Blue Red 3 Star

 Complex

_ _541
Black/
Orange Check

_ _542
Cream B,
Orange/Gold

_ _543
Metallic
Stars and Stripes

Cosmic Flake
Silver/Green/Red
Flames

Jack Silverman,
1956 Ducati
125cc, 2011.
© Jose Gallina

 Complex Two Tone

 Bespoke Paintwork

_ _102
Silver

_ _104
Gloss Black

_ _105
Matt Black

_ _113
Cream

 Standard

_ _200
Silver/Black

_ _204
Silver/Red

_ _220
Black/Silver

_ _221
Black/White

 Two Tone

_ _270
Black/
White Check

_ _290
Green/White/
Red

_ _500
Mashed Green

_ _501
Confederate

 Two Tone  Complex

_ _502
Renegade

_ _510
Black/Silver
Thunderbolt

_ _530
Union Jack

_ _532
Black/
Orange Flames

 Complex

_ _533
Black/
Silver Flames

_ _534
Silver/
Black Flames

_ _535
Mono Union Jack

 Complex

We offer a bespoke paintwork
service. This is by special order
only. The delivery time is
sometimes longer.

The paintwork examples
shown are designs we have
produced as requested by
some of our customers.



60102
Jim Redman

60701
Hugh Anderson

60702
John Blanchard

60703
Rob Bron

60704
Ralph Bryans

60705
John Cooper

60706
Geoff Duke

60707
Esso Gunnarsson

60708
Eric Hinton

60709
Umberto Masetti

60710
Marti Pesonen

60711
Ray Pickrell

60712
Tommy Robb

60713
Heinz Rosner

60714
Luigi Taveri

60715
Peter Williams

24701
Michele Duff

Davida craftsmen apply each colourway to the helmet

shell by hand and whilst every effort is made to

accurately produce designs as shown, small variations

can be expected. Davida reserve the right to modify

any colourway without notification.

Racing Series Colourways. 
Designs are representations of one of the original
designs worn by each racer. These are 17 designs
within our Racing Series.

DAVIDA RACING SERIES

Davida are passionate about classic bike
racing and believe it is vitally important to
support and celebrate our racing heritage.
Keeping race track helmet art alive has been a mission of ours since
1998 when we introduced the Racing Series for our Davida Classic.
The 1996 Centennial TT in Assen inspired us to recreate the racing
designs of17 world Champions from the 50’s and 60’s.

Our growing reputation for helmet art skills were rewarded in 2001
when Davida became the first manufacturer to be commissioned by
the Hailwood Family to reproduce Mike’s iconic ‘For The Love of Sport’
helmet design on our helmets

As well as creating bespoke specials for the 2002 MotoGiro racers,
Davida have also reproduced the original design of the 1950’s Ducati
Works Riders helmet for those racing in the MotoGiro such as Leopoldo
Tartarini, Remo Venturi & Guiliano Maoggi.

Over the past decade, our ACU Gold Davida Jet has carried the racing
colours of a variety of classic bike racers such as Bill Swallow,1st in
the Classic Manx GP on a 350cc Honda in 1986, he has since won 8
more and is the race record holder in the 350cc class. He is still the
fastest person ever on the TT Course on 250/350 and 500cc single
cylinder bikes.

The Lansdowne Cup is a unique and ‘pure’ classic bike racing
experience that’s as competitive and exciting as any racing past or
present. Racers include some of the most successful TT competitors
such as Charlie Williams and Stan Woods, lifelong enthusiast Ian Bain,
thirty times British Historic Championship winner and winner of the
2010 Goodwood Revival. Equally important is Sam Rhodes and Classic
Club racer and Joop Van De Pol, both young contenders who will keep
this wonderfully real passion alive and keep these exotic & visceral
machines racing for the next generation.

RACERS

Bill Swallow
IOM T.T. Ace and Classic Bike Racer.

“I always reckoned I rode
harder in an open face and
goggles – you can get your
head down. My Davida Jet is
so comfortable, more flexible...
the lightness and mobility
of the Davida Jet and Goggle
combination allowed me to
get around the bends faster.”

Mike Hose
Multiple Classic TT winner and Classic
Bike Racer.

“I use the Davida Jet on the
road because as a mechanic
I need the freedom of an open
face to do my job and there is
no better.”

Ian Bain
Thirty times British Historic
Championship Winner & 2010 Goodwood
Revival Winner.

“My Davida Jet, like my Manx
Norton, built to last, fits like
a glove.”

Sam Rhodes
2013 500cc Lansdowne Champion.

“The Davida Jet, it really does fit
very well. Classic British style
with modern British Technology.”

Charlie Williams
Nine IOM T.T. victories between
1971-1980. Classic T.T. and Lansdowne
Series Racer.

“I'd forgotten the freedom
given by a Jet style helmet,
especially one as comfortable,
quiet and as well constructed as
my Davida – and all hand made
in England by English craftsmen!
An all English designed and
manufactured helmet, exuding
quality, I love my Davida.”

Joop Van de Pol
2013 CRMC Classic 250cc
Singles Champion.

“My first experience on an
English bike amazed me.
The style, the sound, and the
feel. My Davida helmet makes
me relive that moment I first
got on an English bike.”

Bill Swallow, Olivers Mount, 2004. © Fid The Lid.

We understand that the rigours/competitiveness of modern track
racing mean that whether they are worn on the track is very
much a personal choice, as Ian Bain puts it: “Yes we are racers but
first and foremost we are enthusiasts of the halcyon era of British
motorcycling. Modern attire is strictly for the race track, for every
other aspect we strive for authenticity. Owning a Davida Jet is a
statement, it represents a modern link to the ethics of design
and manufacture of the era we strive to re-create.”

The Davida Jet ACU approved is our tribute
to the golden age of racing...



blue mirrorsilver mirrorsmokeyellowcleargoldchromegunmetal

Karen, Liverpool, 2004. © Keiron/Davida

Optional interchangeable lenses are polycarbonate.
61100 clear  61101 smoke

S P L I T L E N S

MARK SL

C U R V E D L E N S

MARK CL

Black or brown replacement elastic headbands.
61106 black  61107 brown

 1. Split or Curved Lens?
 2. Click or Knurled Adjuster?
 3. Leather or PVC?
 4. What colour frame?

Retro Pilot T3

T3 goggles are identical to the T1
goggles but have a reduced
amount of padding around the
frames. Without compromising
on comfort the overall effect is to
make the T3 smaller in size and
therefore a better fit with smaller
helmet sizes and also benefit
people with slim or narrow faces.

670723 gunmetal/clear lenses
670733 chrome/clear lenses
670743 gold/clear lenses

All Pilot Goggles are supplied
with protective bag and fitted
with clear lenses. Clear lenses are
fitted as standard, (optional silver
mirror lenses shown).

Optional Lenses (supplied extra):
67172 clear
67173 yellow
67174 smoke
67175 silver mirror
67176 blue mirror

Retro Pilot T1

Padded with foam and covered
with black goats leather.
The curved body and frame give
a wide peripheral vision and
excellent fit around the face
and into the aperture of most
open face Jet helmets on women
and men.

670722 gunmetal/clear lenses
670732 chrome/clear lenses
670742 gold/clear lenses

Retro Pilot T2 Optical 

For use over spectacles.
Specifications same as T1
but designed with cut-outs in
padding to allow arms of
spectacle frames to pass through.
Excellent clearance for bridge and
suitable for most spectacles.

670762 chrome/clear lenses

Optical

 Aviator Retro Pilot Goggles T1, T2 and T3   Specially designed to give an excellent fit with the Davida Jet Helmet

 Lenses Styles

Steve, Moto Giro d’Italia 2002.
© Simon Mills

GOGGLES – Classic Styles

Ring clip feature on Retro
Special models allows

headband replacement.

Tamara, Tunnel of Love. © Ben Part

gunmetal/
blue mirror lens

Clasp feature on Optical
models allows simple

lens changing.

Optical/gunmetal Optical/chrome

Retro Special Optical 

Padded with black, anti-allergic,
waterproof pneumatic rubber.

67031 gunmetal
67032 chrome

Optical

All Retro Special goggles are
supplied with clear polycarbonate
lenses and two sets of acetate
lenses, in smoke and yellow,
including protective carrying case.

Replacement Lenses Available:

67111 clear
67112 smoke
67113 yellow
67114 clear curved polycarbonate
67115 blue mirror
curved polycarbonate

Retro Special

Padded with black, anti-allergic,
waterproof, natural pneumatic
rubber which provides a firm
contact and airtight seal.
*(67071 supplied with blue
mirror lens and 2 sets of acetate
lenses in smoke and yellow.)

67071* gunmetal/blue mirror

 Aviator Retro Special Goggles and Retro Special Optical Goggles

 Styles & Lenses

gunmetal chrome/
blue mirror lens,

optional

gold matt black Cuir Mask
chrome

Cuir
chrome

Mousse
gunmetal

Case Goggle and Lenses

All Retro Standard goggles
supplied with clear polycarbonate
lenses and two sets of acetate
lenses, in smoke and yellow,
including protective carrying case.

Replacement Lenses Available:

67101 clear
67102 smoke
67103 yellow
67105 blue mirror
curved polycarbonate

Retro Standard –
chrome shown

Padded with black,
anti-allergic and
waterproof, natural
pneumatic rubber
providing a firm contact
area and airtight seal.
A neat and compact
goggle available in
four finishes.

67001 gunmetal
67002 chrome
67003 gold
67007 matt black

Retro Standard
Cuir Mask

Padded with a one
piece soft leather mask
which is foam filled,
hand-stitched and
treated for water
resistance. Provides
a very flexible fit and
effective air tight seal.
This model does not
have an adjustable
nose bridge.

67065
chrome/brown mask
67063 black
chrome/black mask
67064
chrome/black mask

Retro Standard Cuir
– chrome shown

Padded with 12mm
wide, soft black leather
which is foam filled,
hand-stitched and
treated for water
resistance. Provides a
very comfortable and
effective air tight seal.

67062 chrome (only)

Retro Standard Mousse
– gunmetal shown

Padded with 15mm
wide black anti-allergic,
waterproof foam rubber
providing a soft, flat
contact area and air
tight seal.

67041 gunmetal (only)

 Aviator Retro Standard Goggles

 Styles & Lenses
gold frame/

black or
brown mask

Mk49 Antique

black frame/
black mask

Mk8
Mk9 Racing

chrome frame/
white mask

Mk49 White

blue frame/
brown leather

mask
Mk8 RAF

Replica

silver frame/
black mask

Mk8
Mk9 Rider

chrome frame/
red mask

Mk49 Red

chrome frame/
black mask

Mk8
Mk9

Mk49 Deluxe

silver frame/
brown mask
Mk8 Service

Mk9 Super Jet
Mk9 Vintage

leather

Ed Pole Tudor, Tunnel of Love. © Ben Part

Mark 49 – shown
Split Lens,
Knurled Nose Bridge Adjuster.

61011 Antique Black SL KA
gold/antique black leather
61012 Antique Brown SL KA
gold/antique brown leather
61013 Red SL KA
chrome/red leather
61014 White SL KA
chrome/white leather
61015 Racing SL KA
black/black leather
61016 Deluxe SL KA
chrome/black leather

Mark 4
Split Lens,
Click Nose Bridge Adjuster.

61001 Silver Cross
chrome/black padded leather

Mark 6
Curved Lens,
Click Nose Bridge Adjuster.

61019 Rider silver/black pvc
61020 Racing black/black pvc
61021 Deluxe chrome/black pvc

Mark 7
Curved Lens,
Click Nose Bridge Adjuster.

61022 Rider silver/black pvc
61023 Racing black/black pvc
61024 Deluxe chrome/black pvc

Mark 10
Curved Lens,
Knurled Nose Bridge Adjuster.

61025 Rider silver/black pvc
61026 Racing black/black pvc
61027 Deluxe chrome/black pvc

Mark 8 – shown
Split Lens,
Click Nose Bridge Adjuster.

61003 Service SL CA
silver/brown pvc
61004 Rider SL CA
silver/black pvc
61005 Racing SL CA
black/black pvc
61006 Deluxe SL CA
chrome/black pvc
61018 RAF Replica SL CA
blue/brown leather

Mark 9 – shown
Split Lens,
Knurled Nose Bridge Adjuster.

61007 Super Jet SL KA
silver/brown pvc
61008 Rider SL KA
silver/black pvc
61009 Racing SL KA
black/black pvc
61010 Vintage SL KA
silver/brown leather
61017 Deluxe chrome/black pvc

 Halcyon Mark Goggles   Please see www.davida.co.uk for images and full description of every Halcyon style

 Replacement Lenses

 Replacement Headbands

 How to choose your Halcyon Goggle

 Styles & Lenses

67080 Super Nylsun Kit

Supplied with smoke lenses and
2 sets of interchangeable lenses,
in clear and yellow.

Curved frames made of flexible
moulded plastic provides an
exceptionally good fit with
Jet helmets.

Replacement Lenses Available:

67181 clear
67182 smoke
67183 yellow

 Aviator Super Nylsun

Cassandra, Llanberis, Wales, 2004.
© Ben Part



 Womens Mk1 Jacket

Actual Chest (cm)       90               94               98               102             106             110
Actual Chest (inch)      35.5             37               38.5             40               42               43.5
Size UK                       8                 10               12               14               16               18
Size US                       6                 8                 10               12               14               16
Size Euro                    36               38               40               42               44               46

 Mens Mk1 Jacket

Actual Chest (cm)       90      94      98      102    106    110    114    118    122    126    130

Actual Chest (inch)      35.5   37      38.5   40      42      43.5   45      46.5   48      49.5   51

Size UK/US                 36      38      40      42      44      46      48      50      52      54      56

Size Euro                    46      48      50      52      54      56      58      60      62      64      66

 Womens Mk1 Jeans

Actual Waist (cm)       68.5             74               79               84               89               93.5
Actual Waist (inch)      27               29               31               33               35               37
Inseam (inch)             33               34               34               35               35               36
Size UK                       8                 10               12               14               16               18
Size US                       6                 8                 10               12               14               16
Size Euro                    36               38               40               42               44               46

 Mens Mk1 Jeans

Actual Waist (cm)       76            81            86.5          91.5        96.5          101.5        107

Actual Waist (inch)      30            32            34            36           38            40            42

Inseam (inch)             35            35            36            36           37            37.5          38

Size UK/US                 30            32            34            36           38            40            42

Size Euro                    40            42            44            46           48            50            52

 Davida Leathers

Mean Fuckers, London, 1980’s. © Cress

Mk1 Jacket

Mandarin collar, slightly raised
and lightly padded around the
nape, fixed with 2 studs – Original
YKK aluminium zips – 15mm
zipped sleeves at cuffs – Two
outside zipped hand pockets –
One outside zipped chest pocket
– Fully quilted liner for warmth.

440300  Womens Sizes:
UK 8-18, US 6-16, Euro 36-46

440100  Mens Sizes:
UK/US 36-56, Euro 46-66

Mk1 Jeans – Womens

Single stitched seams – Original
YKK zip in black – No belt loops
on waistband – Waistband
fastened by concealed hook &
eye and Velcro. No rear pockets
for bottom streamlining – Two
horizontal front pockets – Extra
long leg length to cut and fit
– 3⁄4 length leg lining.

440400
Sizes:
UK 8-18, US 6-16, Euro 36-46

Mk1 Jeans – Mens

Double stitched seams – Original
YKK aluminium zip in bronze
– Six belt loops on waistband –
Waistband fastened with one
hook and one stud – Two rear
pockets – Two front pockets, one
with coin pocket – Extra long leg
length to cut and fit – 3⁄4 length
leg lining.

440200
Sizes:
UK/US 30-42, Euro 40-52

All Davida leathers are made
from a smooth, soft, supple
leather – with strong zips and
studs, clean classic lines, minimal
fuss and maximum comfort.

Over the years there has been
almost as many variations on
the black leather as there are
individual motorcyclists, with
every rider having at least one,
but their essential appeal and
simplicity remains the same.

As with our helmets, we have
taken great care to design and
manufacture our black leathers
so they fit well and look iconic
in their own right.

Pear shaped frame and curved
lenses providing a wide
peripheral vision.

65500 Climax 500 chrome/black
65510 Climax 510 Square Pear
chrome/black
65521 Climax 521 chrome/black

 Climax 500 Goggles

Universal, fits majority of
helmets. 2 sizes: 240mm fits with
the Davida Speedster, Classic Jet
and Davida 92. 279mm fits the
Davida Jet. 4 colours: clear,
smoke, silver mirror, blue mirror.

73001 240mm clear
73001L 279mm clear
73002 240mm smoke
73002L 279mm smoke
73003 240mm silver mirror
73003L 279mm silver mirror
73004 240mm blue mirror
73004L 279mm blue mirror

 XSun Visors

Foam padding onto durable
plastic frames. Interchangeable
polycarbonate lenses, supplied
with clear as standard.

71SC89SBK black

Optional lenses:
7189SCLEAR clear
7189SSMOKE smoke

 Scott Junior Goggles

Another option for riders requiring
spectacles. The Nannini Roadstar
860 Plus incorporates an internal
mounting to hold the prescription
lenses which are held
permanently in place with a
screw. Simply take goggles along
to your optician for glazing.

69020
Nannini Roadstar 860 Plus
chrome/black leather mask
69021
chrome/brown leather mask

 Nannini Goggles Optical

Printed vinyl in four combinations
suitable for application on Davida
Classic. 30mm wide x 750mm
long. Adhesive backed tape.

40100 black/white
40101 black/yellow
40102 black/silver
40103 silver/red

 Chequered Tape

Wide peripheral vision, vented.

72102 clear
72104 yellow
72106 smoke
72107 blue

 Paulson Bubble Goggle

Specifically designed to fit onto our
Davida Classic helmet. Made of a
single layer of leather, tailored to
contour the face with an improved
warm and soft laminated fabric
liner. Six anti-misting aerators.
Secured to neck curtain by two
press studs.

60072 black
60073 brown

 Classic Face Mask – Mk 2

Wing T-shirt white logo

100% cotton, black only.
Heavyweight 180gsm and
shrink resistant.

41000  Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

Impact T-shirt yellow/black logo
41001  (Sizes as Wing T-shirt)

Cosmic Pilot T-shirt white logo
41003  (Sizes as Wing T-shirt)

Davida Wing Sweatshirt
white logo

70% cotton, 30% polyester in
black only. 280gsm with drop
shoulder and metal zip.

41100  Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

 Davida T-shirts

Manufactured since 1975, the
Davida Vacuum Gauge System
is a proven workshop tool used
by professionals and home
mechanics. Every set is a hand-
built, quality product designed
for simple and accurate
carburettor balancing. Ready to
use pre-damped gauges, fitted
with neoprene pipes and housed
within a robust powder coated
steel case. Supplied with brass
manifold adaptors and petrol
pipe extensions.

Gauges 63mm diameter dials
with clear and easy to read 0.6
Bar Scale in 0.01 increments.
Built to industry standard, the
internal gauge instrumentation
is made with brass mechanism
and copper alloy bourdon tube.

62004 System 6
62003 System 4
62002 System 3
62001 System 2

 Vacuum Gauges

ACCESSORIES – Essential Kit and Apparel

Davida T-shirt white logo
41002  (Sizes as Wing T-shirt)

For more Davida accessories, essential kit and apparel go to www.davida.co.uk

Specifically designed to fit under
Jet-style helmets. Single layer of
leather, lined with an improved
warm and soft laminated fabric
liner. Eight pieces of leather
carefully shaped and stitched for
close fitting. Anti-mist aerators.
Secured with adjustable black
elastic, hook and eye.

24072 black
24073 brown

 Universal Face Mask – Mk 2



Sits securely in the up position without moving Easily pulled down over the eyes when required.

*The YMG and YTG lenses are not approved to any current road safety
standard and their use is entirely at the risk of the user. We advise
customers to check legality of the visor in their country or region prior to use.

740301 Clear

 Replacement Lenses

740302 Smoke 740303 Yellow

740003  74 D4Vi9A YTG Mk1 Kit

Supplied with clear lens fitted, an additional smoke and yellow lens
and protective bag. Replacement lenses available, Lenses are not
currently certified*.

 Specification and Features

Low profile & lightweight
– 100 grams.

Preformed, curved black plastic
frames and lens.

5mm gap between frame and
lens gives full perimeter
ventilation and aids anti-fogging.

Adjustable strap. Compatible with open face
Jet-style helmets.

740201 Clear

 Replacement Lenses

740202 Smoke 740203 Yellow

740002  74 D4Vi9A YMG Mk1 Kit

Supplied with clear lens and lens protector fitted, an additional smoke
and yellow lens, and protective bag. Replacement lenses available.
Lenses are not currently certified*.

 Specification and Features

Low profile & lightweight
– 106 grams.

Preformed, curved black
plastic frames and lens.

Full perimeter ventilation
matrix to minimize lens
fogging and filtration foam
to filter airborne particles.

Adjustable strap. Compatible with open face
Jet-style helmets.

Fitted with lens protector.

The D4Vi9A Equipped range is set by our collective experience over 30 years in
choosing and using quality motorcycle products. We can meet all your equipment
needs, both on and off the bike, from reasonably priced practical motorcycling
basics to high performance, multifunctional kit. We can fit you out for your
everyday journeys and provide all the specialist equipment you need for more
adventurous expeditions.

Living our lives on the road, out on
our motorcycles, in all weather and
terrain, puts extreme demands on
the equipment we use. Pick the
right kit for the job and you can
enjoy the ride.

Jules, New Brighton, 2005. © Brian Maher

The 74 WRS Mk1 Kit is a highly versatile and super comfortable pair of sunglasses. Fitted with detachable
arms that can be removed and replaced with an elasticated headband. The aerodynamically shaped frame
is fitted with detachable and replaceable lens carriers that have additional foam padding for comfort.

A full range of spare parts is available to cover all eventualities; although, made from lightweight and
flexible TR90, WRS Mk1’s are not easily broken.

TR90 is a stronger and more flexible material than polycarbonate, allowing them to mould into a
comfortable and aerodynamic shape, giving an exceptionally close and wind resistant fit without creating
uncomfortable pressure points across the nose-bridge or temples.

The D4Vi9A WRS can be converted into spectacles with prescription lenses or enhanced with
photochromic lenses. Please see manufacturer’s website www.d4vi9a.com for up-to-date information
on these options.

Optical

Jasmine, Donnington 2013. © Ruth Dillion

Long Distance DIY Adventurer, Austin Vince and 5 mates completed
Mondo Sahara in 2012, riding 4,000 miles almost entirely off road
from London to Mauritania.

“ It's the best
helmet I've ever
had. The D4Vi9A
YMG goggles were
simply superb for
the whole month of
hard desert riding.”
Austin Vince.

The YTG Mk1 and YMG Mk1 are a new generation of
tactical goggles by D4Vi9A. The low profile and lightweight
74 YMG (106 grams) and 74 YTG (100 grams) offer a neat,
clean and functional goggle that are compatible with open
face Jet-style helmets. Preformed, curved frames and lenses
follow the shape of the face and fit neatly into the helmet
aperture. Supplied with clear lens fitted, an additional
smoke and yellow lens and protective bag. Lenses are not
currently certified. Replacement lenses are available for all
D4Vi9A products

740101
Clear

740102
Smoke
(Grey)

740103
Yellow

740104
Orange

740105
Green

740106
Smoke
(Brown)

740107
Smoke
(Grey
Reactor)

740120
Smoke
(Grey)
Silver

740121
Smoke
(Grey)
Blue
Mirror

740122
Smoke
(Grey)
Black/Red
Revo

 Replacement Lenses

740109
Lens carrier

740110
Replacement arms with black
D4Vi9A logo

740111
Replacement arms with yellow
D4Vi9A logo

740115
Replacement
elastic strap

 Replacement Parts

740001  74 WRS Mk1 Kit
Supplied with detachable arms,
elastic headband, smoke lens
fitted, and an additional pair
of clear and yellow lenses,
and a protective case.

750001
Clear
ECER22-05 Approved.

750002
Light Smoke
ECER22-05 Approved.
(Daytime Use Only)

Specifications and features

2mm thick scratch resilient polycarbonate
   100mm (d) x 360mm (w)
Very aerodynamic – preventing penetrating

   wind and rain
Preformed bubble-shaped polycarbonate visor
Riveted to a slim stainless steel rim

Finished with rubber trimming
Strong and durable headband
30mm width elastic held within a strong

   weatherproof sheath
Removable Headband
Universal fit with Jet-style helmets.

The JPV1 is a distinctive ‘Fighter Pilot’ shape, reminiscent of the first detachable visor created for the
pilots of the early Jet aircraft in the 1960’s. A robust and highly versatile visor which does not create any
annoying vibrating noises at speed. An excellent alternative to goggles or fixed wrap around visors,
which can be used in conjunction with sunglasses or spectacles.

 Visor Styles

Jules, Liverpool, 2010. © Brian Maher

In Oct 2012, Gary Inman rode 8000 miles in
3 weeks with Nick Sanders from New York
to California and back.

“ The Davida Jet was comfortable and
brilliant straight out of the box. The JPV1
Visor was a revelation. 700 miles in 2 days
in the most torrential rain I've ever
encountered, it performed brilliantly.”
Gary Inman.



Sizing: Mens Winter Glove – Black
450501S    450501M    450501L    450501XL    450501XXL    450501XXXL

Womens Winter Glove – Black
450502XS    450502S    450502M    450502L    450502XL    450502XXL

 Specification

Cowhide    Through dyed    Kevlar thread throughout
Full ‘Thinsulate’™ thermal layer
‘Porelle’® fully breathable & waterproof membrane made in UK.

A full length, super soft leather glove, designed with articulated fingers and knuckle
expansion joints to retain full dexterity but with all the foul weather features required
to give adequate protection in winter. Incorporating a high performance ‘Thinsulate’™
thermal layer throughout with a fully waterproof and breathable ‘Porelle’®

membrane, provides a tried and tested combination to protect against cold and wet
weather conditions.

In addition a high wicking bonded nylon liner actively removes sweat away from the skin
and out through the naturally breathable leather. Keeping hands drier on the inside of
the glove provides additional and effective wind chill protection. Kevlar thread
throughout for maximum durability.

 Features

Velcro cuff closure. Fully secured storm cuff
with Velcro wrist closure
and YKK zip.

Articulated fingers
with expansion panels
at joints.

Reinforced at twist grip
area of palm, thumb &
index finger.

Insulating padding
over knuckles.

Bonded nylon lining for
better wicking and wind
chill protection.

Sizing: Mens Touring Glove – Black
450401S    450401M    450401L    450401XL    450401XXL    450401XXXL

Womens Touring Glove – Black
450402XS    450402S    450402M    450402L    450402XL    450402XXL

 Specification

Cowhide    Through dyed    Kevlar thread throughout    Thermal layer
‘Porelle’® fully waterproof & breathable membrane made in the UK.

A full length, super soft leather glove designed specifically to cope with the mainly mild
conditions between spring and autumn but where the occasional drop in temperature
and showery conditions demand additional protection. Hands are kept dry with a fully
waterproof and breathable ‘Porelle’® membrane. To protect against wind chill but to also
minimise bulk only the back of the hands and fingers have a thermal layer.

In addition a high wicking nylon liner actively removes sweat away from the skin and out
through the naturally breathable leather. Keeping hands drier on the inside of the glove
provides additional and effective wind chill protection. Kevlar thread throughout for
maximum durability.

 Features

Velcro cuff closure & elasticated wrist. Reinforced twist grip area of palm,
thumb & index finger.

Visor wipe on both index fingers. Bonded Nylon lining for better wicking
and wind chill protection.

Sizing: Mens Lightweight Glove – Black/Grey
450101S    450101M    450101L    450101XL    450101XXL    450101XXXL

Womens Lightweight Glove – Black/Grey
450102XS    450102S    450102M    450102L    450102XL    450102XXL

 Specification

Mix of technical materials    4-way stretch    High wicking & breathable.

A perfect combination of technical materials to ensure a highly versatile glove designed to
keep you cool, confident and comfortable, especially in the summer when your hands can
get uncomfortably hot negotiating city traffic. The clever use of 4-way stretch panels
provides an ergonomic fit with excellent moisture wicking qualities. The gloves are
unlined to maximise airflow over the skin and evaporate moisture.

 Features

4-way stretch panels. Padded suedette palms. Grip strips on palm and fingers. Reinforced thumb areas. Velcro wrist closure.

Sizing: Mens Shorty Glove – Black
450201S    450201M    450201L    450201XL    450201XXL    450201XXXL

Womens Shorty Glove – Black
450202XS    450202S    450202M    450202L    450202XL    450202XXL

 Specification

Cowhide    Through dyed    Kevlar thread throughout.

The iconic and enduring style of the ever popular short-cuff leather motorcycle glove is
perfect for warm weather riding. Made from soft cowhide leather, stitched together with
Kevlar thread and lined with comfy fleece, creating a simple and uncomplicated design,
providing maximum tactile comfort and great dexterity.

 Features

Short cuff & popper stud wrist closure. Simple & uncomplicated style.
Elasticated wrist.

Minimal seams & excellent feel
on twist grip & levers.

Fleece lined.

Sizing: Mens Racer Glove – Black
450301S    450301M    450301L    450301XL    450301XXL    450301XXXL

Womens Racer Glove – Black
450302XS    450302S    450302M    450302L    450302XL    450302XXL

 Specification

Cowhide    Through dyed    1mm thick leather.

The simple elegance of thoughtful traditional design is recreated in the construction of
a high quality leather racer glove. The one piece sections of 1mm thick cowhide leather,
shaped and stitched together using Kevlar thread have a bonded nylon liner to improve
the comfort and practicality of traditional grade leather.

 Features

YKK zips. Double thickness on palm. Kevlar thread throughout. Single piece construction. Bonded nylon liner.


